Custom/Jewish/ Sculptured Monuments

Custom Monuments

Memorial Granite is a full-service business that uses design skills and fabrication techniques in
creating a unique monument that will commemorate a life. The same expertise is used to
produce architectural designage. Memorial Granite works with stone from a nationwide array of
stone quarries, providing custom stonework with quality craftsmanship and using today's
technology at an affordable price.

If you don't see it, it does not mean we don't have it. Just contact us and we will help you with
your custom design.

Jewish Monuments

Most jewish monuments (matzayva) are erected about a year after burial. The origin of this
custom has its roots in several sources. Survivors of a death in the family many not be
emotionally able to handle the stress of visiting a burial site. After twelve months, grief has had
time to subside and the family may be better able to deal with a graveside visit.

Jewish monuments sometimes bear the name of the deceased in Hebrew followed by the
father's name, also in Hebrew, while the mother's name is omitted. In biblical times, surnames
did not exist and men were known, for example, as "Isaac, the Son of Abraham." No mention
was made of Sarah, the Wife of Abraham.
To view more jewish monuments click here .

Sculptured Monuments

On any monument a sculpture can be added to symbolize one's religion, hobby, work etc.
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Sculptures can be made from 1" - 4" inches thick of any saint or structure you need. All you
have to do is look at our catalog and choose any saint. The monument you choose will be
designed by one of our best sculpturers in the nation. Feel free to browse our site.

If you don't see a specific saint or sculpture, no need to worry. We will research the specific
saint and make it without any hesitation. You can also upload a picture of the saint or sculpture
you need and we will duplicate it on the monument at no extra cost.
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